Introduction.
It is well known that a harmonic function f(x) =f(xx,x2,---,x") defined in a given region (open connected set) R of the n-dimensional euclidean space £" can be characterized by the following mean-value properties, namely, (0. 1) f(x0) = w f f(x)dp, x0eR,
Vn jB(xo.r) (0.2) f(x0) = 4r f f(x)dc, "n JS(x0,r)
where B(x0, r) and S(x0, r) denote any ball and its surface with x0 for its center and radius r which lies in R; dp and der stand for the usual Lebesgue measures of B and S; V" and €l" denote the total measures of B and S. We use the letters x and y to denote the n-dimensional vectors (xx,x2,---,x") and (yi,y2r--,yn)-Generalization of the above mean-value properties has been made in two directions, namely, (I) in replacing the figures B and S by other figures, and (II) in replacing the Lebesgue measure by other measures. A number of authors have dealt with generalization (I). In the case of two dimensions, it has been proved by J. L. Walsh [11] , E. F. Beckenbach and M. O.
Reade [10] , A. Friedman [7] and others that if the figures B and S are replaced, respectively, by a regular polygon of N sides and its boundary, then the functions having the mean-value properties (0.1) and (0.2) are precisely the harmonic polynomials of degree ^ N having zero JVth derivatives in each of the directions of the radii of the polygon.
for all xeR and all te(0,o*(x,T)), T being the boundary of R, where p. is a nonnegative Borel measure in n-dimensional euclidean space £", having compact support X which lies in the unit sphere, and has total measure 1 (i.e., ¡Kdp = 1). They have shown that the mean-value property (0.3) is equivalent to the system of partial differential equations with constant coefficients, (0.4) I AyD7f=0 (0z%j<oe), |y|-J where the coefficients Ay are the usual moments (with respect to the origin) of the measure p.
In this paper we propose to generalize the simple mean-value property (0.1) by a more general mean-value property of the form u(x)co(x)dp (0. 5) u(x0) = Jß(*°">-co(x J B(x0,r)
)dp for each ball £(x0, r) whose closure lies in R, which we call the weighted average property (W.A.P.), where o is a weight function (W.F.) defined in R. Definition, co is a W.F. in R means that (a) co is a non-negative, real-valued function defined in R, and (b) co is locally summable in R, i.e., if PeR and 0 < r < d(P, T), T being the boundary of R, then the Lebesgue integral \B(p,r)to dp over B(P, r) exists and codp > 0. jB(P,r) Definition.
A real-valued function u is said to satisfy the W.A.P. with respect to a W.F. co in R provided u ■ co is locally summable in R and u satisfies the meanvalue property (0.5) for each ball £(x0, r) whose closure lies in R.
Definition. R* = {(P,r): PeR and 0 < r < d(P, T)}.
Indeed, the mean-value property (0.5) is a generalization of the mean-value property (0.1) in the direction (II) mentioned at the beginning.
For suppose p. be a a-finite measure on the tr-ring of Lebesgue measurable subsets of R such that (i) /i is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure p, and
(ii) p(B) > 0 for each ball B lying in R.
By the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists a W.F., co, defined on R such that (0.6) p(E) = f codp udp (0.7) «(Xo) = jBiX0-r) x0e£, dp JB(x0,r)
for each ball B(x0,r) whose closure lies in R, is equivalent to the W.A.P. (0.5) with respect to this W.F. co.
I. Suppose that £ be a region in £" and co be a W.F. defined in R. Let S(co, R) be the class of all functions satisfying W.A.P. with respect to co in R.
Some basic facts about S(co,R). It is clear from the definition of W.A.P. that (0.8) S(co,R) is nonempty (constant functions belong to S(co,R)), (0.9) S(eo,R) is a linear space over the reals and dimS(<M,£) -1, (0.10) if cu be a nonzero constant, then S(co,R) is the class of all harmonic functions defined on £.
Continuity and differentiability of functions belonging to S(co,R). In proving our first few theorems we will use the following well-known results (all functions are considered to be real-valued functions): Lemma 1. If f be a locally summable function in R, then the integral ¡B(p,r)f dp is continuous in P in R, i.e., if P0eR and 0< r < d(P0,T), then there exists a neighborhood N(P0) of the point P0, lying in R, such that }B(p,r)f dp is defined for each P e N(P0), and lim /dp = f dp.
P->Po JilP.r) Jfl(P0,r) Lemma 2. /// be a continuous function defined in R, then the integral $B(p,r>f dp is differentiable in P in R, i.e., if P0eR and 0< r<d(P0T), then there exists a neighborhood N(P0) of the point P0, lying in R, such that F(P) = ¡B(Pr)fdp is defined for each point P(xy,x2,---,x") in N(P0), OF¡dxx exists at P0 and 5£/tíx¡|Po = §S(P0,r)fd(i), where The above three results follow, respectively, from (i) absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral, (ii) the continuity of the integrand /, and (iii) the uniform continuity of / on compact subsets of R. Theorem 1. If u e S(co,R), then u is continuous in R.
Proof. Let P0eR and 0 < r < d(P0,T); then by Lemma 1, there exists a neighborhood N(P0) of the point P0, lying in R, such that each of the integrals \Bip,T)Uio dp and J*B(P r)co dp exists for PeN(P0) and lim ucodp= ucodp and lim codp = codp (#0).
P->Po JB(P,r) JB(P0,r) P->P0 JB(P,r) jBKP0,r)
Hence ucodp ucodp lim u(P) = lim --= -= u(P0).
p"Po codp codp
This proves the continuity of u.
Theorem 2. (i) // the W.F. co belongs to class Cm(R), where m is a nonnegative integer and ueS(co,R), then ueCm+1(R). (ii) If co be infinitely differentiable in R and ueS(co,R), then u is infinitely differentiable in R.
(iii) If co be analytic in R and ueS(co,R), then u is analytic in R.
Remark.
Here we will prove only part (i) of Theorem 2 for the cases m = 0 and 1, and avoid giving a direct proof for the remaining parts of the theorem which is not difficult but rather too long.
The case m > 1, parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2 will follow as corollaries to Theorem 4.
Proof. A. K. BOSE [June it follows that u is differentiable in R and each of the derivatives du¡dx¡= ux¡, i = l,2,---,n, is given by i co dp I ucod(i) -ucodp cod(i) jBiP^r) JSjP.r)_Jfi(P,r) JS(P,r) uXi(P) = H co dp
««.(P) = ^^-^^-for all (P, r)eR*. co dp jBCP.r) By Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 each of the integrals involved in (1.1) is continuous in R, which means that ueC'(R).
Case m = l. Suppose that coeC'(R). Then by the previous case ucaeC'(R) and, using the divergence theorem, we can write (1.1) as
co dp
Since each of the integrals involved in (1.2) is differentiable in R, it follows that each of the partial derivatives uXi, i = 1,2, •••,«, is differentiable in R and, furthermore, at each point P in R, ux.x.(P) (i = l,2,--,n; j = l,2,---,n) is given by uXlXj(P) = (uco)Xid(j) -ux.(P)\ cox.dp -ux.(P)\ cox.dp-u(P)\ cox.d(j) JS{P,r)_JB(P,r)_jB(P.r)_Js(P,r) (1.3) Í co dp / ■ JB(P,r)
for each r satisfying 0 < r < d(P, T). Each of the integrals involved in (1.3) is continuous in R which means that u e C2(R). Circumferential Weighted Average Property.
Theorem 3. Let co be a continuous W.F. defined in R. A necessary and sufficient condition that ueS(co,R) is that u is continuous in R and satisfies the following circumferential W.A.P. with respect to co in R:
(1.4) u(P)\ coder = \ ucodcj for all (P,r)eR*.
JS(P,r) JS(P,r)
Proof. It is enough to give the proof for three dimensions. The proof for the general case is quite similar.
Sufficiency. Suppose u be a continuous function defined in R, such that u satisfies the circumferential W.A.P. (1.4). Using spherical coordinates (r,9,cb), (1.4) can be written as
(1.5) u(P) cor2 sin eb d9deb = \ ucor2 sin cbd9 deb. J 0 J 0 J 0 J 0
Integrating both sides of (1.5) with respect to r from 0 to r we have, since t/(P) is independent of r, r»r /»r: r*2n /»r /»ff /»2 «(P) cor2 sin eb d9debdr = ucor2 sin ebd9dcbdr
Jo Jo J o Jo Jo Jo or w(P) codp = ucodp for each (P,r)e£*.
jB(,P,r) JB(P,r)
Hence w e S(cu, £). Necessity. Suppose that ueSico,R). Then, by Theorem 1, u is continuous in R, and (1.6) u(P) codpucodp for each (P,r)eR*.
jB(P,r) JB(P,r)
Using spherical coordinates, (1.6) can be written as ¡*r t* n r* 2it /»r piz /»2rt
(1.7) u(P) ojr2 sin ebd9debdr = ucor2 sin eb d9debdr.
JoJoJo Jo Jo Jo
Differentiating both sides of (1.7) with respect to r (which is possible under the hypothesis), we get /»Tí /»2ir /»7T /»2r£ m(P) cor2 sin cbd9deb = I ucor2 sin ebd9deb
Jo Jo Jo Jo u(P) coder = ucodtT for each (P,r)e£*. Differentiating with respect to r we get
where d¡dn refers to the directional derivative in the direction of the outward drawn normal to the surface S(P, r). Again, by (1.3), d2u¡dxf\P = ux.x.(P) is given by
JB(P,r) J B(P,r) JS(P,r) JS(P,r)
for i = 1,2, ...,n.
Hence r. n n /» to dp 2 ux.xfP) + 2 I uXiiP) cox¡dp for all (P,r)eR*. Again, (2.6) co(P) > 0 for each P in R.
For co(P) = 0 implies by (2.4) that J"S(/> r)co der = 0 for each r satisfying 0 < r < d(P, T) which again implies that co(Q) = 0 for all Q in S(P, r). This means that co(Q) = 0 for all ß in B(P,r). Hence JB(j.jr) co dp = 0 which contradicts the fact that co is a W.F. Therefore JS(P>r)coder > 0 for all (P,r)eR*.
Hence K(r) # 0. We therefore have uco da •^^-= u(P) for all (P,r)6R*. (a) If feC2(R), and is a solution of (2.1), then f¡coeS(co,R);
(b) If ueS(co,R), then ucoeC2(R) and is a solution of (2.1).
Proof. Part (a). By (2.6), co cannot vanish in R, hence, f ¡co e C2(R), and it can be shown by direct calculation of the derivatives that //co satisfies the differential equation (1.8) . Therefore, by Theorem 5, fleo e S(co, R).
Part (b). Again ueS(co,R) implies, by Theorem 2, that uco e C2(R)zand, writing G = uco, it can be shown by direct calculation of the Laplacians that the following relation is true:
Since co satisfies (2.7), it follows that AG + XG = 0 in R.
Dimension of S(co,R).
Corollary 2. Let co be a W.F. defined in a region R of E" (n > 1) and k a real number such that coeC2(R), and is a solution of the differential equation (2.9) A£ + Af = 0 in R.
Then S(co,R) is infinite dimensional.
Proof. Since the solution space of the differential equation (2.9) is infinite dimensional, it follows easily from part (a) of Corollary 1 that S(co, R) is also infinite dimensional.
Remark. In Ey, the following can be proved easily: If the W.F. coeC1(R) then (i) l^dimS(co,£)^2,
(ii) dimS(co,£) = 2 if and only if coeC2(R) and there is a real number A such that co is a solution of d2co/dx2 + X(dco¡dx) = 0 in R.
Example of a finite-dimensional S(co,R) in E2. Let R be the entire plane £2
and co the W.F.:
to(x, y) = (x + y)2, (x,y)eE2.
It can be proved easily that dim S(co, R) = 2 and functions belonging to S(co, R) are the constants and linear functions of the form Cy(x -y) + C2, where Ct and C2 are arbitrary real constants. Application of divergence theorem. Therefore, using the divergence theorem, we get 0 = f L'A« + £ Ä^l* = f co2^da for all (P,r)eR*
Remark. If co is a nonzero constant, then S(co,R) is the class of all harmonic functions defined in R and relation (2.10) reduces to J"S(P T)(duldri)da = 0, which is a well-known property of harmonic functions. Again, vanishing of the integral |S(P r)(ôu/2n)dcr at each point P in R and for all r satisfying 0 < r < d(P,T) implies that u is harmonic in R.
But if coeC^R) and weC2(R) such that f co2 $i = 0 for each (P,r)eR*, JsiP,r) on then it is not necessarily true that ueS(co,R). A counterexample is provided by the example (1.13); for the function v(x,y) = x2 -xy + y2 satisfies the differential equation coAu + 2(uxcox + uycoy) = 0, where co(x, y) = (x + y)2, and hence, satisfies (2.10), but v does not belong to S(co,R). Using Green's second identity, we have 0 = co{uA(vco) -vA(uco)} dp jB(P,r) f j d(vco) d(uco)\ da for all (P,r)eR*.
Remark. Corollaries 3 and 4 remain true if the boundary SiP,r) of the ball B(P, r) is replaced by the boundary of any subregion, whose closure lies in R, to which the divergence theorem applies.
II. Maximum (minimum) principle. The maximum principle for harmonic functions appears in two forms: the "weak principle" asserts that a harmonic function defined in the closure of a bounded region assumes its maximum on the boundary; the "strong principle" states that assumption of a maximum at an interior point implies the constancy of the function. In this section we shall state and prove a strong maximum (minimum) principle for functions satisfying W.A.P. (the weak principle is an immediate consequence).
Strong maximum (minimum) principle.
Theorem 6. If co be a W.F. defined in a region R and ueS(co,R), then u cannot assume a maximum (minimum) at a point in R unless u is constant inR.
Proof. Suppose that u assumes a maximum M at a point P0 in R. We can get a ball B(P0,r), 0 < r < d(P0,T), such that u(Q) z% M for all Q in B(P0,r).
If possible, let P be a point in B(P0, r) such that u(P) < M. By the continuity of m we can find another ball B(P, r') such that B(P, r') c B(P0, r) and u(Q) < M for all ô m B(P>r'). Using the mean-value theorem we get the following contradiction: M = u(Po) ucodp ucodp + ucodp J B(P0,r)_ _ jB(.Po,r)~B(P,r')_Jb(P,i-')_ codp codp + j codp JB(.P0,r) Ju(Po,r)-B(P,r') JB'P.r') u(Py) codp + u(P2) co dp _Jg(Po,f)-B(P,r')_JB(P,r') codp + codp Unicity of the solution of the Dirichlet Problem (3.1). It follows immediately from the maximum (minimum) principles that there can be at most one such function.
Existence of the solution of Dirichlet Problem (3.1). It is quite obvious that we cannot expect a solution of the Dirichlet Problem (3.1), for an arbitrary continuous boundary function /, if S(co,R) is finite dimensional.
We know that, if the W. Theorem 7. Let co be a W.F. defined in a bounded region R with smooth boundary T and k a real number such that coeC2(R) and is a solution of the differential equation (3.3) A£ + kF = 0 in R.
Then the Dirichlet Problem for functions satisfying W.A.P. with respect to co in R has a unique solution.
Properties of harmonic weight functions. Poisson's integral formula. It is known that for harmonic functions, the solution of the Dirichlet Problem for spheres is given by Poisson's integral formula, namely:
If / be a given continuous function defined on S(0, r), where 0 is the origin then the function u, Extension of Epstein's theorem. The following theorem has been proved by Professor Bernard Epstein [3] . "Theorem.
Let R be a simply connected plane domain of finite area and P a point of R such that, for every function u harmonic in R and integrable over R, the mean value of u over the area of R equals u(P). Then R is a disc and P is its center.,,> Remark. Because of the close relationship between the class of harmonic functions and the class of functions satisfying W.A.P. with respect to a harmonic weight function, the above theorem can also be extended to the latter class of A. K. BÖSE [June functions. As the proof is exactly similar to that of Epstein's theorem, we will give here only a brief outline of the proof. Theorem 9. Let R be a simply connected plane region and co a harmonic W.F. defined in R and integrable over R. Let P be a point in R such that, for every function u belonging to S(co, R) and ueo integrable over R, uco'.dxdy u(P) = -^-co dxdy
Jr
Then R is a disc and P is its center.
Proof. Let n be a harmonic function in £ and integrable over £. By Corollary 1, h ¡co belongs to S(co,£) and (h¡co)co = n is integrable over £, hence to(P) JR where Now let f(z) be any function analytic in £ with finite quadratic integral §R\f(z)\2dxdy; by the Schwarz inequality, the real and imaginary parts of f(z) are each (absolutely) integrable over £, and so by (3.6) we have (3.7) f(P) = ^J(z)A-'dxdy;
on the other hand, for every analytic quadratically integrable function, the equality (3.8) /(£)= \ f(z)K(z,P*) dxdy JR holds, where K(z,P) denotes the "reproducing kernel" [1] of £ with parameterpoint £. Since X(z, P) is uniquely determined by its reproducing property, it follows that (3.9) K(z,P) = A -i and hence that
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